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11765
Djangos Rugs
and Tapestries

v1.3
Resources MMH 55-14962 Von

Djangos 2013-09-03

There are a few rug and tapestry mods out there, but most
are either the authors favourite artist, or the old persian

rugs for Dunmer and william morris tapestries for the
Imperials. Nothing wrong with either of those - but in my
mind the Dunmer are more Native American weave, and

the...

11413 Nasty Camonna
Tong v1.2n Tweaks MMH 90-12296 Von

Djangos 2013-03-08

I love the fact the Camonna Tong have so many unique,
offensive responses to you within their dialogue. However,
the spell was totally broken by the fact they would cheerily
greet you (in dialogue or voice) just like every other npc! So

I rounded off their nastiness by adding a selecti...

11412
Nasty

Cammona Tong
v1.2

Tweaks MMH 90-12295 Von
Djangos 2013-03-08

Adds more offensive greetings to members of the Camonna
Tong. Responses range from surly and difficult to outright
racist slurs if your character is Khajiit or Argonian. Fixes
some Balmora dialogue bugs in relation to the Camonna

Tong. Voice files are edited to be aggressively r...

11411
Nasty

Cammona Tong
v1.0

Tweaks MMH 90-12294 Von
Djangos 2013-03-08

Just a little mod I knocked up in an afternoon, but it really
adds something to the atmosphere of Morrowind, imho.

Ever wondered why Vvardenfell's criminal gangsters who
hated your guts would cheerily greet you and offer their
services? No longer! Now they will be rude, surly and

threa...

10070 The Raven Quests MMH 68-13140 Von
Djangos 2009-01-04

In his tower overlooking the small fishing village of Dagon
Fel,   Sorkvild the Raven conducts his necromantic
experiments. Rumour has   it he is looking for an

adventurer to help him further his studies..     Makes
Sorkvild a talkative trader/enchanter ...

9941 Magical
Missions Quests MMH 68-14313 Von

Djangos 2011-06-05

Members of the Mages Guild can now deliver a coded
message, solve a murder, investigate a heist, barter with
the Telvanni and retrieve a tome of dark power for the

Master Wizard of Caldera!     This mod adds five new duties
for members of the Mages Guild to Master Wizard Folm...

9691 Nastier
Camonna Tong NPCs MMH 64-14233 Von

Djangos 2011-03-06

I love the fact the Camonna Tong have so many unique,
offensive responses to you within their dialogue. However,
the spell was totally broken by the fact they would cheerily
greet you (in dialogue or voice) just like every other npc!    

So I rounded off their nastiness by ad...

9652 Little Secrets NPCs MMH 64-14173 Von
Djangos 2010-12-05

Replaced by my 'ubermod' Djangos Dialogue, here;  
Changelog:1.1 - Added over 25 new secrets - mostly faction

and race-based     1.0 - Adds around 45 new secrets.

9596 Djangos
Dialogue NPCs MMH 64-14225 Von

Djangos 2011-02-26

The skinny; A combination of my old dialogue mods with a
little extra thrown in. Adds new responses to the 'little

secret' topic, the   'services' topic, new slave greetings and
an alpha of something I call 'Quest Persuasion'.     Adds

over new 100 secrets to the '...

9232 Thy Spirits Thy
Lords

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14300 Von

Djangos 2011-05-12

This is my high res replacer for the Dunmer Saint shrine
panels, using Beth's original concept art as high res source
material. Unfortunately, the Tribunal and a couple of saints

do not exist as available concept art. I have used Myzel's
amazing Tribunal frescos as alternate source art for the

Tr...

8566
Djangos Rugs
and Tapestries

v1.6
Models and

Textures MMH 56-14967 Von
Djangos 2013-09-04

This is an extensive rug and tapestry replacer. As of 1.6, I
have retexured all Dunmer, Imperial and Ashlander

tapestries in the game. I have also replaced the main
birthsign tapestries and all hide hangings except shops. All

rugs in the game have had their meshes upgraded to
seamless, non tiling...

8565
Djangos Rugs
and Tapestries

v1.4
Models and

Textures MMH 56-6668 Von
Djangos 2011-01-29

This is an extensive rug and tapestry replacer. As of 1.4, I
have retexured all Dunmer, Imperial and Ashlander

tapestries in the game. I have also replaced the main
birthsign tapestries and the Dunmer Temple hide hangings.

All rugs in the game have had their meshes upgraded to
seamless, non tilin...

8564
Djangos Rugs
and Tapestries

v1.2
Models and

Textures MMH 56-15015 Von
Djangos 2013-10-02

There are a few rug and tapestry mods out there, but most
are either the authors favourite artist, or the old persian

rugs for Dunmer and william morris tapestries for the
Imperials. Nothing wrong with either of those - but in my

mind the Dunmer are more Native American weave, and the
Imperials s...
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8563
Djangos Rugs
and Tapestries

v1.1
Models and

Textures MMH 56-14963 Von
Djangos 2013-09-03

There are a few rug and tapestry mods out there, but most
are either the authors favourite artist, or the old persian

rugs for Dunmer and william morris tapestries for the
Imperials. Nothing wrong with either of those - but in my

mind the Dunmer are more Native American weave, and the
Imperials s...

6893 What Thieves
Guild? Factions MMH 35-13858 Von

Djangos 2010-02-22

Ever felt that for law breaking gang of thieves and robbers,
finding their guild was as easy as walking into a random

building? You practically get asked to join before you even
realise   its a thieves den! And the 'I do a little of this, a

little of that'? Purlease.   This mo...

6867 The Tribe
Unmourned Factions MMH 35-13139 Von

Djangos 2009-01-04

This is an extensive Sixth House Expansion mod. It basically
fleshes out and fixes the Sixth House as a faction, BUT does
not include any quests or a way to join them. Therefore, it is

essential that you use it in conjunction with Endreks 'The
Sixth House' or The Mad God's 'Great House Dagoth' - ...


